Valproate attenuates hyperactive and perseverative behaviors in mutant mice with a dysregulated dopamine system.
Dopamine transporter (DAT) knockdown (KD) mice, with approximately 90% loss of expression of the DAT, allow for the examination of the behavioral consequences of a chronically dysregulated dopamine system. The DAT KD mice have hyperdopaminergic tone, are hyperactive, and show impaired response inhibition in a number of paradigms. We hypothesized that the DAT KD mice would also display deficits in prepulse inhibition (PPI) and would be perseverative in their locomotor behavior. Basal levels of PPI and patterns of locomotor behavior were measured in two cohorts of DAT KD mice. In addition, measurements of locomotor behavior were recorded after pretreatment with 100 mg/kg valproate in both DAT KD and wildtype mice. The DAT KD mice were hyperactive and displayed perseverative motor behavior but had normal levels of PPI. The clinically effective antimania drug valproate significantly attenuated the hyperactivity and perseverative locomotor behavior in the DAT KD mice and had no effect in control mice. The DAT KD mice appear to provide a model of some aspects of manic behavior. With limited models of bipolar disorder, the DAT KD mice might provide a vehicle to screen for new psychiatric therapies to treat mania and its related symptoms.